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Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition provides the tools global accounting students need to understand IFRS and how it is applied in
practice. The emphasis on fair value, the proper accounting for financial instruments, and the new developments related to leasing, revenue
recognition, and financial statement presentation are examined in light of current practice. Global Accounting Insights highlight the important
differences that remain between IFRS and U.S. GAAP, and discuss the ongoing joint convergence efforts to resolve them. Comprehensive, up-todate, and accurate, Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition includes proven pedagogical tools, designed to help students learn more effectively
and to answer the changing needs of this course.
Intended to satisfy the specific requirements of learners and reduce the workload of educators, this study provides a complete overview of
today's general accounting principles. Comprehensive and up-to-date, it encourages independent study through an included set of questions
and solutions. From the disclosure requirements of company financial statements to employee benefits and interim financial reporting, this
survey guarantees the most current information and a clear understanding of the subject.
All forms, checklists and worksheets are contained in Volume II, sold separately. From agriculture to manufacturing, from finance to
information technology, equipment leasing involves sophisticated concepts often understood only by experts. The Complete Equipment-Leasing
Handbook, A Deal Maker's Guide, Second Edition, a two volume set with each volume purchased separately, both combines and extensively
updates the author's The Complete Equipment Leasing Handbook, A Deal Maker's Guide with Forms, Checklists, and Worksheets to present
both a thorough overview of the entire process (from the lessor's, the lender's and the lessee's perspectives) and all the tools necessary for
successful transactions, whether you're on the lessor's, the lender's or the lessee's side. Volume I updates the text material found in the First
Edition and is filled with checklists, explanations, and examples offering guidance, for example, for questions such as: * How does the leasing
marketplace really work? * What is the best document for a particular situation? * When is leasing a poor choice? * What is the best way for a
company to solicit lease bids? * What should a properly written lease cover? * What tax and economic risks does a lessor have? * How should
a lease be analyzed financially? * What are Uniform Commercial Code rules for leasing and secured lending? * What are the newest financing
trends in leasing? Volume II, which updates the forms, checklists and worksheets originally contained in the First Edition, contains 115
agreements and ready-to-use forms. The Complete Equipment-Leasing Handbook, Second Edition, Volume I, explains the business of leasing
both domestically and internationally and takes you step-by-step through the entire process of conducting a leasing transaction, with
information on special considerations such as leveraged leasing as well as crucial tax and accounting issues. Volume II provides forms,
checklists and worksheets for ready reference. Both volumes together provide an invaluable resource for anyone needing to be informed of the
legal, financial, and business strategies of leasing equipment and the tools necessary to get the leasing deals done.
Wiley GAAP for Governments 2010
Aircraft Leasing and Financing
Financial Reporting and Analysis
FRS 102
The Journal of Accountancy
Conceptual Issues in a Political and Economic Environment
Journal Entries Made Easy E-book (PDF Format) is helpful all those who want to learn every journal entries relating to current business transactions.
Financial Reporting & Analysis (FR&A) by Revsine/Collins/Johnson/Mittelstaedt emphasizes both the process of financial reporting and the analysis
of financial statements. This book employs a true "user" perspective by discussing the contracting and decision implications of accounting and this
helps readers understand why accounting choices matter and to whom. Revsine, Collins, Johnson, and Mittelstaedt train their readers to be good
financial detectives, able to read, use, and interpret the statements and-most importantly understand how and why managers can utilize the flexibility
in GAAP to manipulate the numbers for their own purposes.
Now fully updated and at your fingertips the most practical, authoritative guide to implementing GAAP Get the answers you need to prepare financial
statements and keep up to date on the latest FASB requirements. Now fully revised and updated, Wiley GAAP Policies and Procedures, Second
Edition is an ideal companion to the Wiley GAAP guide and provides the practical application information essential to ensuring that a company's
accounting systems are fully capable of incorporating the most recent GAAP. A concise version of the more detailed GAAP found in the Wiley
GAAP guides, Wiley GAAP Policies and Procedures, Second Edition features handy, illustrative decision trees showing how to determine which
GAAP ruling to use in a variety of situations, eliminating hours of time wading through detailed GAAP rulings and presents: * New chapters on
interim reporting, segment reporting, and accounting changes and correction of errors * Updated content on FAS No. 151, Inventory Costs, FAS No.
153, Exchanges of Non-monetary Assets, FAS No. 154, Accounting Changes and Error Correction, FAS No. 156, Servicing of Financial Assets *
Implementation on nineteen newly issued EITFs * Specific accounting policies that comply with GAAP, especially in terms of creating controls that
mesh with GAAP * The most common accounting transactions modified to work within GAAP restrictions * Specific controls that allow the
maximum level of control over accounting systems while remaining in compliance with GAAP * Templates for forms and reports that can be used in a
GAAP-compliant accounting system * Numerous examples of footnotes that can be used to describe GAAP-mandated financial disclosures *
Hundreds of GAAP-compliant journal entries for most accounting transactions Wiley GAAP Policies and Procedures, Second Edition is a valuable
tool for CFOs, controllers, accounting managers, and general ledger accountants who need to ensure that their company properly treats all types of
accounting transactions in accordance with GAAP.
Off-balance sheet financing
Seeing Through the Accounting Fog Machine to Find Great Stocks
Financial Accounting and Reporting
Practical Implementation Guide and Workbook
The Ultimate Accountants' Reference
Wiley CPA Exam Review 2010, Financial Accounting and Reporting
"Aswath Damodaran is simply the best valuation teacher around. If you are interested in the theory or practice of valuation, you
should have Damodaran on Valuation on your bookshelf. You can bet that I do." -- Michael J. Mauboussin, Chief Investment
Strategist, Legg Mason Capital Management and author of More Than You Know: Finding Financial Wisdom in Unconventional
Places In order to be a successful CEO, corporate strategist, or analyst, understanding the valuation process is a necessity. The
second edition of Damodaran on Valuation stands out as the most reliable book for answering many of today?s critical valuation
questions. Completely revised and updated, this edition is the ideal book on valuation for CEOs and corporate strategists. You'll
gain an understanding of the vitality of today?s valuation models and develop the acumen needed for the most complex and subtle
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valuation scenarios you will face.
The objective of Off-Balance Sheet Activities is to gain insights into, and propose meaningful solutions to, those issues raised by the
current proliferation of off-balance sheet transactions. The book has its origins in a New York University conference that focused on
this topic. Jointly undertaken by the Vincent C. Ross Institute of Accounting Research and New York University's Salomon Center
for the study of Financial Institutions at the Stern School of Business, the conference brought together academic researchers and
practitioners in the field of accounting and finance to address the issues with the broad-mindedness requisite of a group whose
approaches to solutions are as different from each other as their respectively theoretical and applied approaches to the disciplines
of finance and accounting. The essays are divided into two sections. The first covers issues surrounding OBS activities and banking
and begins with a brief introduction that places the essays into context. OBS activities and the underinvestment problem, whether
loan sales are really OBS, and money demand and OBS liquidity are examined in detail. Section two, which also begins with a brief
introduction, focuses on issues of securitized assets and financing. A report on recognition and measurement issues in accounting
for securitized assets is followed by three separate discussion essays. Other subjects covered include contract theoretic analysis of
OBS financing, the use of OBS financing to circumvent financial covenant restrictions, and debt contracting and financial
contracting. The latter two contributions are also followed by discussion essays. This unique collection of papers will prove to be an
interesting and valuable tool for accounting and finance professionals as well as for academics involved in these fields. It will also
be an important addition to public, college, and university libraries.
Intermediate Accounting For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Security Analysis for Investment and Corporate Finance
Interpretations of Fasb Statement No.13, Accounting for Leases, As Amended
Improvements to IFRSs
IFRS Edition
Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations
Intermediate Accounting
The easy way to master an intermediate accounting course Intermediate accounting courses are required for students seeking
bachelor's degrees in accounting and often for degrees in finance, business administration, and management. Intermediate
Accounting For Dummies provides you with a deeper and broader level of accounting theory, serving as an excellent course
supplement and study guide to help you master the concepts of this challenging program. With easy-to-understand explanations
and realworld examples, Intermediate Accounting For Dummies covers all the topics you'll encounter in an intermediate
accounting course: the conceptual framework of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), financial ratio analysis, equity accounting, investment strategies, financial statement preparation, and
more Tracks to a typical intermediate accounting curriculum Expert information and real-world examples Other titles from
Loughran: Financial Accounting For Dummies and Auditing For Dummies With the help of Intermediate Accounting For Dummies,
you'll discover the fast and easy way to take the confusion out of the complex theories and methods associated with a typical
intermediate accounting course.
Like its previous editions, the Seventh Edition of Accounting Theory presents complex materials in a clear and understandable
manner. Incorporating the latest accounting standards and presenting the most up-to-date accounting theory from the top
academic journals in accounting and finance throughout the world, this book comprehensibly presents both the theoretical
structure of accounting theory as well as the politics of the standard-setting process, which often opposes the theoretical structure.
Key Features: - A reorganized table of contents with a thoroughly revised chapter on International Accounting (Chapter 10) Discussion of the conceptual framework of the IASB (Chapter 7) - An emphasis on principles-based standards as opposed to rulesbased standards - More theoretical issues are related to real world examples coming from the popular news media. - New
questions, cases, problems, and writing assignments--many from corporate annual reports. - An Instructor's Resource CD includes
answers to end-of-chapter materials, chapter summaries, test banks, and PowerPoint slides.
Includes both the text and CD-ROM versions of Wiley IAS 2003. You can choose which format to utilize accordingly to suite your
needs the best.
Free Cash Flow
U.S. Master GAAP Guide
CCH Accounting for Leases 2008
Practice and Revision Kit
Accounting for Capital Assets
Journal Entries eBook

Aircraft Financing and Leasing: Tools for Success in Aircraft Acquisition and Management provides researchers, industry
professionals and students with a thorough overview of the skills necessary for navigating this dynamic field. The book details the
industry’s foundational concepts, including aviation law and regulation, airline credit analysis, maintenance reserves, insurance,
transaction cost modeling, risk management tools, such as fuel hedging, and the art of lease negotiations. Different types of aircraft
are explored, highlighting their purposes, as well as when and why airline operators choose specific models over others. In addition,
the book also covers important factors, such as maintenance reserve development, modeling financial returns for leased aircraft, and
appraising aircraft values. Most chapters feature detailed case studies, applying concepts to actual industry circumstances. Users will
find this an ideal resource for practitioners or as an outstanding reference for senior undergraduate and graduate students. Presents the
foundations of aircraft leasing and financing, including aviation law and regulation, airline credit analysis, maintenance reserves,
insurance, transaction cost modeling, and more Provides an overview of the different types of aircraft, their purposes, and when and
why operators choose specific models over others Offers a blend of academic and professional views, making it suitable for both
student and practitioner Serves as an aircraft finance and leasing reference for those starting their careers, as well as for legal,
investment, and other professionals
A wide-ranging source of information for the practicing accountant, The Ultimate Accountants' Reference, Third Edition covers
accounting regulations for all aspects of financial statements, accounting management reports, and management of the accounting
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department, including best practices, control systems, and the fast close. It also addresses financing options, pension plans, and
taxation options. The perfect daily answer book, accountants and accounting managers will turn to The Ultimate Accountants’
Reference, Third Edition time and again for answers to the largest possible number of accounting issues that are likely to arise.
BPP Learning Media is an ACCA approved content provider. Our suite of study tools will provide you with all the accurate and up-todate material you need for exam success.
Accounting Standards
How to Read a Balance Sheet
Accounting Theory
Including GAAP, IRS and SEC Regulations, Leases, and More
Tools for Success in International Aircraft Acquisition and Management

Research on Federal lease accounting was initiated for several reasons. At the October 2002 meeting of the FASAB Board,
the Office of Inspector General, Department of Justice, presented issues on accounting for leases and leasehold
improvements that they wished to have addressed. Their specific concerns related to occupancy agreements between GSA
and other Federal agencies, accounting for leasehold improvements, and the impact of a funding clause in a lease
agreement.
Handbook of Cost Management, Second Edition covers all of the essential topics in cost management and accounting. It
includes conventional topics, such as job costing and cost allocation, as well as such current topics as balanced scorecard,
economic value added, logistics and marketing cost, theory of constraints, inter-organizational costing, and the cost of
quality.
In a single affordable volume, U.S. Master GAAP Guide offers solutions to many complex accounting and disclosure
problems by providing accountants with superior technical analysis, new insights, and practical explanations of
accounting principles.
IFRS 16 and ASC 842 : SAP RE-FX and SAP Lease Administration by Nakisa
A Research Report
Interpretation and Application of International Financial Reporting Standards
Off-balance Sheet Activities
Interpretation and Application of International Accounting Standards
Wiley IFRS 2016

Published annually, this comprehensive study guide for the Certified Public Accountant's (CPA)
Exam arms readers with detailed outlines and study guidelines, plus skill-building problems and
solutions that help them to master the topics that need the most work. With timely, up-to-theminute coverage for the computerized CPA Exam, Wiley CPA Exam Review 2009: Financial Accounting
and Reporting covers all current AICPA content requirements in financial accounting as well as
new financial accounting standards. CPA candidates will find everything they need in order to
pass the new computerized CPA Examination.
Financial Statement Analysis, 9e, emphasizes effective business analysis and decision making by
analysts, investors, managers, and other stakeholders of the company. It continues to set the
standard (over 8 prior editions and hundreds of thousands in unit book sales) in showing
students the keys to effective financial statement analysis. It begins with an overview
(chapters 1-2), followed by accounting analysis (chapters 3-6) and then financial analysis
(chapters 7-11). The book presents a balanced view of analysis, including both equity and credit
analysis, and both cash-based and earnings-based valuation models. The book is aimed at
accounting and finance classes, and the professional audience as it shows the relevance of
financial statement analysis to all business decision makers. The authors:1. Use numerous and
timely "real world" examples and cases2. Draw heavily on actual excerpts from financial reports
and footnotes3. Focus on analysis and interpretation of financial reports and their footnotes4.
Illustrate debt and equity valuation that uses results of financial statement analysis5. Have a
concise writing style to make the material accessible
Designed for use in an intermediate-level accounting course following the introductory course in
accounting.
Intermediate Accounting For Dummies
Damodaran on Valuation
IFRS 3 Business Combinations
Accounting Manual for Federal Credit Unions
IFRS 6
Lease Accounting with SAP
The most practical, authoritative guide to governmental GAAP Wiley GAAP for Governments 2010 is a comprehensive
guide to the accounting and financial reporting principles used by state and local governments as well as other
governmental entities. Designed with the needs of the user in mind, a "New Developments" chapter keeps you informed of
all the important developments in governmental GAAP during the past year. Full coverage of authoritative accounting
standards Extremely useful and user–friendly examples, illustrations, and helpful practice hints A comprehensive guide to
the accounting and financial reporting principles used by state and local governments as well as other governmental
entities Provides a look ahead to the status of current and future Governmental Accounting Standards Board standards
and projects Offers information on the very latest in standard–setting activities Wiley GAAP for Governments 2010 is a
thorough, reliable reference you′ll consistently keep on your desk rather than on your bookshelf.
Wiley GAAP Workbook provides easy-to-understand guidance and clarity to practical applications of GAAP. Enhancing
your comprehension of GAAP to enable practical application of a variety of situations that you may encounter in practice,
this workbook and guide simplifies application of GAAP standards and interpretations to specific real-world situations.
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Provides easy-to-understand clarity and guidance on interpretation and application of the overwhelming and voluminous
GAAP standards Offers explanations supplemented with examples, case studies, solutions, and illustrations for enhanced
understanding of GAAP Includes newly issued accounting pronouncements and information on the GAAP codification
Wiley GAAP: Practical Implementation Guide and Workbook is a quick reference guide on Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles and their application with easy to understand outlines of FASB standards, practical insights, case studies with
solutions, illustrations, and multiple choice questions with solutions. It greatly facilitates understanding of the practical
implementation issues involved in applying these complex rules-based standards.
Everything Today's CPA Candidates Need to Pass the CPA Exam Published annually, this comprehensive four-volume
paperback reviews all four parts of the CPA exam. Many of the questions are taken directly from previous CPA exams.
With 3,800 multiple choice questions and more than 90 simulations, these study guides provide all the information
candidates need to master in order to pass the computerized Uniform CPA Examination. Complete sample exam in
financial accounting and reporting The most effective system available to prepare for the CPA exam-proven for over thirty
years Timely-up-to-the-minute coverage for the computerized exam. Contains all current AICPA content requirements in
auditing and attestation Unique modular format-helps you zero in on areas that need work, organize your study program,
and concentrate your efforts Comprehensive questions-over 3,800 multiple-choice questions and their solutions in the four
volumes Covers the new simulation-style problems Includes over 90 simulations Guidelines, pointers, and tips-show you
how to build knowledge in a logical and reinforcing way Wiley CPA Exam Review 2010 arms test-takers with detailed
outlines, study guidelines, and skill-building problems to help candidates identify, focus on, and master the specific topics
that need the most work.
The Complete Equipment-Leasing Handbook
The Financial Reporting Standard Applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland
... Amendments to Ias 12
Interpretation and Application of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for State and Local Governments
Wiley GAAP Policies and Procedures
Wiley IAS 2003

Accurately understand and implement the latest IFRS updates Wiley IFRS 2016 is your one-stop resource for understanding and
implementing the current International Financial Reporting Standards as dictated by the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB). Fully updated to cover the latest standards and IFRIC interpretations, this book provides clear and concise explanation
alongside practical implementation guidance. The information is organized by topic for ease of navigation, making it ideal for both
quick reference and in-depth study, with general statement guidance followed by topic-specific discussion. The Disclosure Checklist
helps you ensure full compliance at a glance, and advice for first-time adopters helps smooth the initial implementation process. The
goal of the International Accounting Standards Board is to achieve global convergence of accounting standards, which will lead to
uniformity in financial reporting around the world. Annual updates to the IFRS are a part of these efforts, so staying up to date is an
essential part of compliance. This informative guide is your ideal reference, with the latest 2016 updates and practical advice.
Understand the framework that unifies the IFRS Interpret and apply the standards correctly Verify compliance and completeness Get
expert guidance on implementing the new and updated standard More and more countries around the globe are either adopting IFRS
as their national standards, or adapting existing local standards to more closely align with those set by the IASB. Uniform reporting
reduces the cost of financial statement preparation for multinational companies, and facilitates the jobs of investment analysts,
investors, and others in assessing business results. Wiley IFRS 2016 gives you the explanation, interpretation, and practical guidance
you need to ensure full compliance.
The purpose of this book is to explain Free Cash Flow and how to use it to increase investor return. The author explains the
differences between Free Cash Flow and GAAP earnings and lays out the disadvantages of GAAP EPS as well as the advantages of
Free Cash Flow. After taking the reader step-by-step through the author's Free Cash Flow statement, the book illustrates with
formulas how each of the four deployments of Free Cash Flow can enhance or diminish shareholder return. The book applies the
conceptual building blocks of Free Cash Flow and investor return to an actual company: McDonald's. The reader is taken line-by-line
through the author's investor return spreadsheet model: (1) three years of McDonald's historical financial statements are modeled; (2)
a one-year projection of McDonald's Free Cash Flow and investor return is modeled. Five other restaurant companies are compared
to McDonald's and each other using both Free Cash Flow and GAAP metrics.
Wiley CPA Exam Review 34th Edition ? 2007-2008 Volume 1 Outlines and Study Guides * Covers all four sections of the CPA
examination point by point * Stresses important topical areas to study for each part * Helps establish a self-study preparation program
* Divides exam into 45 manageable study units * Provides an outline format supplemented by brief examples and illustrations *
Makes material easy to read, understand, and remember * Includes timely, up-to-the-minute coverage for the computerized exam *
Explains step-by-step examples of the "solutions approach" * Contains all current AICPA content requirements for all four sections
of the exam Volume 2 Problems and Solutions * Offers selected problems from all four examination sections * Contains rationale for
correct or incorrect multiple-choice answers * Covers the new simulation-style problems-offering more than 75 practice questions *
Details a "solutions approach" to each problem * Updates unofficial answers to reflect current laws and standards * Groups multiplechoice questions into topical categories within modules for easy cross-referencing * Provides a sample examination for each of the
four exam parts The computer-based CPA exam is here! Are you ready? The 34th Edition of the Wiley CPA Exam Review is revised
and updated for the new computerized exam, containing AICPA sample test questions released as recently as April 2007. To help
candidates prepare for the new exam format, this edition includes a substantial number of the new simulation-type questions. Passing
the CPA exam on your first attempt is possible! We'd like to help. Get Even More Information Online: You'll find a wide range of
aids for doing your best on the CPA exam at wiley.com/cpa, including content updates, CPA exam study and test-taking tips, and
more. All Wiley CPA Exam Review products are listed on the site.
Wiley CPA Exam Review 2009
IFRS STANDARDS DEFERRED TAX RELATED TO ASSETS AND LIABILITIES ARISING FROM A SINGLE
TRANSACTION
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Wiley CPA Examination Review 2007-2008, Problems and Solutions
IFRS 5
Capital and Operating Lease
A Deal Maker's Guide with Forms, Checklists and Worksheets, Second Edition
This 13th edition introduces learners to general accounting principles and the disclosure requirements of company financial
statements. In this comprehensive and up-to-date publication, principles are illustrated through questions and solutions. The
learner's understanding of principles is gradually broadened by an increase in the degree of difficulty of the questions that are
asked. Self-study is actively encouraged by the inclusion of questions for which the solutions are available to prescribing
institutions only. Changes brought about by new accounting standards, issued as a consequence of the South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants' Improvement of Accounting Standards Project, have once again been incorporated in this latest edition.
"Accounting Standards" is intended to satisfy the specific requirements of learners and to reduce the workload of educators.
Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resource
Handbook of Cost Management
ACCA Financial Reporting
A Guide for State and Local Governments
Financial Statement Analysis
Wiley GAAP
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